From the earliest descriptions of dementia praecox, it has been recognized that many patients with schizophrenia have an amotivational syndrome that is associated with severe impairments. In his textbook, Kraepelin (1971) stated that one of "two fundamental processes underlying dementia praecox" resulted in a "weakening of the mainsprings of volition," and "the destruction of the personality."
In the 1970's, results from the International Pilot Study of Schizophrenia demonstrated that this aspect of the psychopathology of schizophrenia had a remarkable degree of cross-sectional and longitudinal independence from other symptom complexes (Strauss et al. 1974) . The implications of these findings, and the publication of factor-analytic studies of the symptoms of schizophrenia , increased the attention paid to these clinical features. With the development of rating scales for negative symptoms, and Crow's proposal (Crow 1985) that Type II schizophrenia differed from other forms of schizophrenia relative to pathophysiology, this area has become the subject of extensive research.
This aspect of the psychopathology of schizophrenia has in recent years become been an important focus in treatment trials. Pharmaceutical companies now seek FDA approval to promote their drugs as effective treatments for negative symptoms, and negative symptom ratings are routinely outcome variables for data analysis in studies of both psychopharmacology and pathophysiology. In the reports of some clinical trials, it has been stated that a drug is significantly more effective than placebo in the treatment of the primary negative symptoms of schizophrenia. However, a variety of approaches have been used to assess efficacy. This is a complex issue, and a careful consideration of design and analysis issues would be timely.
THE DEFINITION OF NEGATIVE SYMPTOMS
In his textbook, Kraepelin (1971) gave a vivid description of a group of patients with severe negative symptoms. He proposed they had suffered "a weakening of those emotional activities which permanently form the mainsprings of volition . . . The essence of personality is thereby destroyed, the best and most precious part of its being . . . torn from her . . . (resulting in) complete and final destruction of the personality itself." This description implies certain things about the group of patients he described. First, the impairment is primary or idiopathic, that is, part of the disease itself. Second, the impairment is enduring (the destruction of the personality).
Criteria for the deficit syndrome (Kirkpatrick et al. 1989) (Table 1) , and a semistructured instrument for diagnosing deficit vs. nondeficit groups, the Schedule for the Deficit Syndrome (SDS) (Kirkpatrick et al. 1989) , were developed for the purpose of studying primary, enduring negative symptoms. The deficit/nondeficit categorization can be made with good interrater reliability (Kirkpatrick et al. 1989; Fenton and McGlashan 1992; Amador et al. 1999) , although raters who have not been trained do not have good agreement .
Research has shown the deficit group differs from other patients with chronic schizophrenia on a variety of measures. These include course of illness, neurocognitive measures, and functional and structural imaging variables Kopelowicz et al. 1997; Dollfus et al. 1996; Waltrip et al. 1997; Tamminga et al. 1992; Carpenter et al. 1996; Buchanan et al. 1990 Buchanan et al. , 1993 Buchanan et al. , 1997 Fenton et al. 1994; McGlashan 1992, 1994; Ross et al. 1996; Bustillo et al. 1997; Kirkpatrick and Buchanan 1990 , 1996a . The differences between deficit and nondeficit groups cannot be attributed to a greater severity, in the deficit patients, of positive psychotic symptoms, drug abuse, anxiety or depression, as relative to all of these measures, they either do not differ from nondeficit patients or have a lesser severity of the problem (Kirkpatrick et al. 1989 . In some brain regions, deficit patients have a more normal gross anatomy, as measured by volume, than do nondeficit patients ).
An important issue in treatment trials is the extent to which negative symptom rating scales, which are used to measure change in this area of psychopathology, capture the idiopathic amotivational syndrome found in some patients with schizophrenia. The Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS) (Andreasen 1982) is widely used in studies of pathophysiology and treatment, was the first scale designed specifically for negative symptoms, and has been the most influential conceptually. The issues it illustrates are also relevant for other negative symptom rating scales such as the Positive and Negative Syndromes Scale (PANSS), or the anergia factor of the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS). The SANS has five subscales: alogia (poverty of speech and poverty of content of speech); affective flattening or blunting; avolition-apathy; anhedonia-asociality; and attention. It reflects the "agnosticism" as to causation that has been influential in the development of psychiatric diagnostic and ratings systems in recent years. One reason why this approach is attractive is that it may facilitate the development of strong interrater reliability. However, relative to quantifying Kraepelin's "weakening of the mainsprings of volition," the SANS, as a consequence, does not distinguish primary from secondary negative symptoms. It also does not distinguish transient (state) versus enduring (trait) features, and includes impairments beyond the "destruction of the personality."
State versus Trait Symptoms
The severity of negative symptom ratings can be highly variable for an individual patient, changing as the patient's positive psychotic symptoms (hallucinations, delusions, and formal thought disorder) fluctuate. This variation makes any putative biological subtype based on cross-sectional assessment less likely to have a relationship to underlying pathophysiology.
Primary versus Secondary Negative Symptoms
The concept of negative symptoms as quantified in current rating scales differs from an operationalization of Kraepelin's concept of an unemotional, amotivational patient, as the symptoms quantified by these scales can be the result, not only of a loss of a psychological function, but of other problems as well. For instance, consider the item "impersistence at work or school," from the SANS. A patient may not persist at such tasks because of severely disorganized thinking; because his or her hallucinations are terribly distracting; because he or The patient meets DSM-III(R) or -IV criteria for schizophrenia she suffers from Kraepelin's amotivational syndrome; because of the problems with memory and attention suffered by patients with schizophrenia; because of depression; or for a number of other reasons. The patient who suffers from any of the problems other than the idiopathic syndrome found in schizophrenia would have "secondary" negative symptoms, in contrast to the "primary" negative symptoms of the deficit syndrome (Carpenter et al. 1985 (Carpenter et al. , 1988 Kirkpatrick et al. 1989 ). The issue of differential diagnosis is relevant for all of the other SANS items as well. Treatments that improve psychotic symptoms, depression, the cognitive problems associated with schizophrenia, or anxiety may also improve negative symptoms as they are presently defined by rating scales.
Specific Items
The many factor analytic studies of the symptoms of schizophrenia provide a basis for selecting those items that belong within the realm of negative symptoms. Despite the differences among these studies, including the use of different rating instruments, there has been a striking degree of agreement across studies. Several items rather consistently load onto a negative symptom factor, including those related to blunted affect, poverty of speech, decreased spontaneous movement (when this is included as an item), and avolition or apathy . Items more closely related to the disorganization syndrome of schizophrenia, such as poverty of content of speech Andreasen et al. 1995) are sometimes considered negative symptoms (Andreasen 1982) . Attentional impairments frequently load onto a negative symptom factor, but items measuring poor attention on clinical interview have also frequently been part of disorganization factors .
In the SANS, attentional impairment constitutes one of the five subscales. Consequently, when there is a change in items such as poverty of content of speech or attention in a group in a clinical trial, it is not clear if this improvement is due to effective treatment of the amotivational syndrome of schizophrenia.
Besides the negative symptoms items that have been found to covary in these studies, the SANS and similar scales also have a number of items that measure quality of life or level of function. In the SANS, excluding the global rating item in each subscale, there are a number of items that are measurements of these other domains: grooming and hygiene; impersistence at work of school; recreational interests and activities; sexual interest and activity; ability to feel intimacy and closeness; and relationships with friends and peers. To say that negative symptom ratings predict quality of life or level of function is redundant: negative symptom rating scales often measure level of function.
In short, what has historically concerned investigators when we talk about the psychopathology that is now called negative symptoms, is the unmotivated, unemotional, asocial patient. But what negative symptom scales measure is something much broader, and overlaps extensively with what in other areas of medicine would be called activities of daily living, quality of life, or functional outcome. Negative symptoms, defined so broadly, change as other problems, which are sources of secondary negative symptoms-such as extrapyramidal symptoms, positive psychotic symptoms, and dysphoria-also change. This theoretical distinction between the primary, enduring symptoms of the deficit syndrome and negative symptoms, as more broadly defined by such instruments as the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms, has proven to be meaningful, as the correlates of the deficit syndrome and those of negative symptoms more broadly defined have been shown to differ (Kirkpatrick et al. , 1996a Tamminga et al. 1992 ). Table 2 lists the reports of controlled, double-blind treatment trials that claim efficacy for either the deficit syndrome or primary negative symptoms. This claim has been based on one or more of the following: 1) efficacy for negative symptoms; 2) a path analysis; or 3) efficacy in a putative deficit syndrome group. However, the strength of the evidence for efficacy of this kind is in some instances undermined by the methods used to support the conclusion.
TREATMENT TRIALS

Efficacy for Negative Symptoms
As explained above, negative symptoms as they are quantified on the SANS and PANSS do not accurately reflect the concept that has been the focus of research for more than a century. Furthermore, a group with severe negative symptoms is not the same as a deficit syndrome group and has different correlates (Kirkpatrick et al. 1989 (Kirkpatrick et al. , 1996a . To say that patients with prominent or severe negative symptoms comprise a meaningful deficit syndrome group is similar to diagnosing panic disorder in every patient with anxiety, or diagnosing schizophrenia in every patient with delusions. Consequently, reports of efficacy for negative symptoms, however desirable such efficacy may be, do not inform us about efficacy for the deficit syndrome. The "typical" neuroleptics such as chlorpromazine and haloperidol have been known for some time to treat negative symptoms as defined by negative symptom rating scales Goldberg 1985; Meltzer et al. 1986; Opler et al. 1994 ). However, these drugs are not effective treatments for deficit features.
A claim for efficacy is further weakened if common and important causes of secondary negative symptoms improve concomitantly with an improvement of negative symptoms, as the most likely interpretation is that improvement in the latter is due to improvement in the former. For instance, in a trial of amisulpride there was a 40% improvement in positive symptoms, as well as an improvement in negative symptom ratings (Boyer et al. 1995) . In another trial of the same drug, although the improvement in the Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms was just 7%, there was a 37% improvement in extrapyramidal symptoms (Loo et al. 1997) . No data were presented on depressive symptoms, which constitute another important cause of secondary negative symptoms. In contrast, oral glycine has been shown to improve negative symptoms, in the absence of an improvement in psychotic symptoms (Heresco-Levy et al. 1999 ). The results with glycine provide somewhat stronger evidence that this drug has an effect on primary negative symptoms, although it is not definitive.
Path Analysis
Some recent reports have suggested that the negative symptoms of schizophrenia are "directly" responsive to treatment with olanzapine or risperidone (Tollefson and Sanger 1997; Moller et al. 1996) , based on the results of path analysis. Path analysis is a statistical technique based on a model of expected or predicted relationships which is tested by the fit of actual data. In principle, if the model contains the variables which account for all of the variance in the dependent or outcome variable, then no residual "unexplained" variance would remain (Breckler and Steven 1990) . In the case of path analyses of negative symptom change in clinical trials, the unexplained variance in the model would represent a therapeutic effect on primary negative symptoms only to the extent that all other possible sources of variance are contained in the model. No path analysis of negative symptom treatment efficacy approaches this standard.
As applied to studies of respiridone and olanzapine, up to three variables have been included in the models, and estimate the maximum possible effect on primary negative symptom ratings, without estimating the minimal possible effect. Many secondary sources, such as sedation, environmental stimulation, anxiety, demoralization, and dysphoric or psychomotor effects other than extrapyramidal symptoms (Carpenter et al. 1988; Kirkpatrick et al. 1993) are not included. Nor is any attempt made to include psychometric sources of variance, such as less than perfect interrater reliability, less than perfect validity of assessment instruments, or any time lag between the assessment of the secondary source and the therapeutic effect on negative symptom ratings. To refer to unexplained variance as a direct effect is to use a statistical term referring to variance not accounted for by variables in the model. In practical application, not all sources are included and the unexplained variance provides an estimate of the model's robustness. Others have raised concerns about the use of path analysis in this context (Collaborative Working Group on Clinical Trial Evaluations 1998).
Efficacy in a Putative Deficit Syndrome Group
Patients may exhibit negative symptoms because of a suspicious withdrawal, depression, distraction by auditory hallucinations, or any of a number of factors other than the idiopathic loss of motivation and liveliness (Kirkpatrick et al. 1989 . Therefore, efficacy in patients with "prominent" negative symptoms (Tollefson and Sanger 1997 ) also provides very weak evidence about efficacy for the deficit syndrome.
A method for approximating a deficit syndrome group that does not require administration of the SDS, the Proxy for the Deficit Syndrome (PDS), has been developed and validated (Kirkpatrick et al. , 1996a ). The basis of the PDS is assignment to each patient of a score that quantifies the severity of deficit-like Improvement in negative symptoms Positive symptoms improved 25%, depressive retardation 37%, and depression 42% Amisulpride (Boyer et al. 1995) Improvement in negative symptoms Positive symptoms improved 38% on the high dose and 40% on the low dose Amisulpride (Loo et al. 1997) Improvement in negative symptoms Extrapyramidal symptoms improved 37% and attentional impairment 43% D-cycloserine (Goff et al. 1999) Improvement in negative symptoms Deficit/nondeficit categorization made prior to randomization features (the combination of core negative symptoms and an absence of dysphoria). In multiple studies, this method has yielded deficit and nondeficit groups similar to those defined by the SDS (Kirkpatrick et al. , 1996a . However, the delineation of valid groups depends on appropriate application of this method. First, although the sensitivity and specificity of this method relative to the SDS are good, there are some misclassifications. In large datasets, it is therefore advantageous to omit a group with intermediate PDS scores because of their ambiguous classification . Second, even in clinical groups with severe and chronic illness, the prevalence of the deficit syndrome is probably no more than 20-30% . A proxy-defined group with a much higher percentage of patients is likely to include a substantial proportion of nondeficit patients, who are more liable to secondary negative symptoms and, therefore, more likely to improve as positive psychotic symptoms and depressive mood improve. Third, after the deficit/nondeficit categorization is made, it is important to test its validity by comparing the clinical features of the putative deficit and nondeficit groups to those of groups diagnosed with the Schedule for the Deficit Syndrome (Kirkpatrick et al. , 1996a .
In one recent study, the PDS was used to define a putative deficit group, and olanzapine was presented as an effective treatment for deficit features (Tollefson and Sanger 1997) . However, the principles for use of the PDS outlined above were ignored: the deficit group was about half of the sample, and there was no validity testing of the categorization prior to hypothesis testing. This study does not, therefore, provide a reasonable basis for concluding that olanzapine is an effective treatment for deficit features. In a trial of clozapine, another kind of proxy method was used (Rosenheck et al. 1999 ). However, the two groups were not validated by comparing their clinical features, and again, the deficit group consisted of approximately half the sample. Therefore, it seems unlikely that this putative deficit group was similar to one defined by the SDS.
Large multicenter trials funded by pharmaceutical companies provide important information for our field. Because the training needed to make the deficit/nondeficit categorization is extensive, it may not be practical for companies to make this categorization using the SDS. Use of the PDS may therefore become more widespread. However, proper application is crucial if the reader is to have confidence in any results based on the PDS.
APPROPRIATE DESIGNS FOR TREATMENT TRIALS
Negative symptoms represent important problems in the lives of people with schizophrenia, so there is great practical importance in developing effective treatments for these impairments, whether they are primary or secondary. However, choosing the most appropriate design depends on whether the target of treatment consists of negative symptoms as defined by negative symptom rating scales, the negative symptoms of the deficit syndrome, or both. A consideration common to all of these designs is the duration of the treatment trial. Many of the items in negative symptom rating scales relate to areas of function in which it is difficult to demonstrate improvement in a short period, no matter how much the patient's capacities may have changed. Examples from the SANS would include impersistence at work or school-as it may take time to find a job or resume schooling-and the items for sexual interest and activity, ability to feel intimacy and closeness, and relationships with friends and peers, as significant relationships usually do not develop quickly. In order to see an effect in these areas, treatment trials of negative symptoms may need to last well beyond the conventional six or eight weeks.
The Treatment of Persistent Negative Symptoms
To establish efficacy for negative symptoms as defined by current rating scales, it may be desirable to enter only those patients with enduring negative symptoms, as it is these patients who are most impaired by such symptoms, and any interference with the interpretation of study results, due to spontaneous improvement, should thereby be minimized. It would also strengthen the design to ensure that the treatment groups do not differ at baseline relative to the severity of negative symptom ratings. However, given the current scales for negative symptoms, even if a treatment should prove to be efficacious, it would not be clear what the basis of the efficacy might be. Did the treatment improve negative symptom ratings because of decreased hallucinations, delusions, or formal thought disorder? Are the patients less depressed, and therefore exhibiting fewer negative symptoms? Was there an improvement in primary negative symptoms?
The Treatment of the Deficit Syndrome
A study design that is adequate for a treatment trial of negative symptoms does not suffice for the design of trials of the deficit syndrome. The most appropriate method for testing the hypothesis that a drug or a psychosocial intervention is efficacious in the treatment of the deficit syndrome is to enter into the trial patients who have previously been categorized into deficit and nondeficit groups. If a drug has been established as efficacious for the treatment of negative symptoms, the response of the nondeficit group would provide a context for the interpretation of the intervention's efficacy, or lack of efficacy, in the deficit group.
Even with such a design, there is the potential for an ambiguous interpretation. Although by definition only deficit patients have enduring primary negative symptoms, they are also liable to the occurrence of secondary negative symptoms. By definition, they should not be very liable to depression-induced negative symptoms, but medication side effects, confusion or distraction during the exacerbation of psychotic symptoms, and some other causes of secondary negative symptoms should affect them as well as nondeficit patients. Any treatment trial demonstrating efficacy for primary negative symptoms would benefit from an examination of changes in psychotic symptoms, as well as group differences in medication side effects. In the case of an improvement of both negative and psychotic symptoms, the results of a trial could remain ambiguous.
This approach has been used in recent clinical trials. In one, d-cycloserine was found to be superior to placebo as an adjunct to neuroleptics in the treatment of negative symptoms in deficit patients (Goff et al. 1999 ). In the other, social skills training improved negative symptoms in nondeficit, but not deficit, patients (Kopelowicz et al. 1997 ). In the social skills trial, the deficit and nondeficit groups were matched at baseline on the severity of their negative symptom ratings; doing so further strengthens this design. A similar design has also been used in a trial of clozapine .
These last two trials raise an important issue for future trials. While the deficit/nondeficit categorization can be made with good interrater reliability, the problem of intergroup reliability remains. Some contradictions in the correlates of the deficit syndrome may be attributable to a lack of intergroup reliability (Gur et al. 1994; Nibuya et al. 1995; Ribeyre et al. 1994; Tamminga et al. 1992; Thibaut et al. 1998) . Whether researchers at different sites are defining similar patient groups cannot, at this point in the development of the field, be taken for granted. However, a detailed presentation of the clinical features of the deficit and nondeficit groups would permit comparisons across trials. Specifically, it would be reassuring to know that compared to the nondeficit group, the deficit patients in clinical trials: 1) have positive symptoms (hallucinations, delusions, and formal thought disorder) that are not more severe than those of the nondeficit group; 2) have less severe dysphoric symptoms (e.g., depressive mood, anxiety, guilt, and hostility); 3) have a lesser severity of suspiciousness (Kirkpatrick et al. 1996a (Kirkpatrick et al. ,b,c, 1993 (Kirkpatrick et al. , 1989 ; and 4) have a similar duration of illness.
CONCLUSIONS
Making the deficit/nondeficit categorization is more complex than administering the PANSS or SANS. It requires longitudinal information and a careful consideration of differential diagnosis, and there is a potential for problems with both interrater and intergroup reliability. However, these same problems, including a differential diagnosis of the cause of symptoms, are also found in contemporary diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia, and for nearly all other psychiatric diagnoses as well.
Making this categorization in the context of controlled clinical trials is worth the relatively small amount of additional effort. The deficit syndrome is a disproportionate cause of impairment in schizophrenia (Fenton and McGlashan 1994; Kirkpatrick et al. 1996a,c) and the development of effective treatments for deficit features is an important goal. Moreover, recognition that the majority of patients with high scores on negative symptom ratings scales do not have the deficit syndrome should motivate clinicians to aggressively seek out and treat the causes of secondary negative symptoms. Recent developments in psychopharmacological and psychosocial treatments provide a growing arsenal of effective treatments for secondary negative symptoms.
Inaccurate claims of efficacy also undermine the development of effective treatment. If we have a false confidence in the efficacy of current treatments for the deficit syndrome, new avenues of research, such as the development of appropriate preclinical tests for the screening of candidate pharmaceuticals, may not be pursued. Clarity about the issues related to the treatment of the deficit syndrome will be necessary to make the desired progress in this area.
